Use of interfacial layers to prolong hole lifetimes in hematite probed by ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy
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Abstract

Hematite is a widely investigated material for applications in solar water oxidation due primarily to its small bandgap. However, full realization of the material continues to be hampered by fast electron-hole recombination rates among other weaknesses such as low hole mobility, short hole diffusion length and low conductivity. To address the problem of fast electron-hole recombination, researchers have resorted to growth of nano-structured hematite, doping and use of under-layers. Under-layer materials enhance the photo-current by minimising electron-hole recombination through suppressing of back electron flow from the substrate, such as fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO), to hematite. We have carried out ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy on hematite in which Nb$_2$O$_5$ and SnO$_2$ materials were used as interfacial layers to enhance hole lifetimes. The transient absorption data was fit with four different lifetimes ranging from a few hundred femtoseconds to a few nanoseconds. We show that the electron-hole recombination is slower in samples where interfacial layers are used than in pristine hematite. We also develop a model through target analysis to illustrate the effect of under-layers on electron-hole recombination rates in hematite thin films.
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1. Introduction

Economic growth, especially in developing countries, and expanding world populations are the two main reasons for increasing world energy consumption. The need for more energy has inevitably led to increased burning of fossil fuels leading to environmental problems, particularly global warming. World energy consumption will most certainly increase each year, hence the need for cleaner energy. While the total global power demand is currently $\sim 15$ TW \cite{1}, the total solar power of $\sim 10^4$ TW irradiating the earth’s surface far exceeds our demands by nearly three orders of magnitude\cite{2}. It is therefore imperative that efficient ways of harnessing and storing solar energy have to be utilized in addition to other renewable energy sources such as wind, geothermal, biomass and hydropower. In recent years, research has focussed on the use of
semiconductors as electrodes for photoelectrochemical water splitting to produce oxygen (O₂) and hydrogen (H₂) as fuels.

Hematite (α-Fe₂O₃) has become a subject of renewed interest in recent years owing to its suitability for use in water splitting. α-Fe₂O₃ has a small bandgap of ~ 2.1 eV that enables absorption in the visible region of the solar spectrum, making it a much more appropriate material compared to other photoactive semiconductors such as titanium dioxide (TiO₂), tungsten trioxide (WO₃), bismuth vanadate (BiVO₄) and zinc oxide (ZnO) [3–5]. Besides an ideal bandgap, hematite has other attractive properties, which include its abundance, low production cost, great stability under aqueous conditions, non-toxicity and a high theoretical conversion efficiency of up to 16.8% [6–9]. While α-Fe₂O₃ has mostly attractive properties as far as water splitting goes, it however also has some shortcomings, most notably being a short hole diffusion length of about 2 – 4 nm [10–12] and long photon penetration lengths [13–15]. These shortcomings ultimately lead to very fast charge carrier recombination rates, thus hampering the full realization of the material in water oxidation. To address these problems in α-Fe₂O₃, scientists have considered either elemental doping [16–19], growing of nanostructured hematite [20–22] or use of host-guest heterostructures [7, 23, 24]. Elemental doping increases the free charge carrier concentration, improves the surface properties and can also be used to alter the bandgap of semiconductors in a way that favours light absorption and limits recombination. Use of nanostructures, on the other hand, minimises the distance photo-created holes travel to the semiconductor/electrolyte interface where the process of water splitting occurs.

The host-guest approach has been proven to significantly improve photocurrent in hematite electrodes with the use of materials such as silicon dioxide (SiO₂) [25], niobium oxide (Nb₂O₅) [9, 14], tin dioxide (SnO₂) [11], TiO₂ [26] and gallium oxide (Ga₂O₃) [27] used as host (or under-layer) materials. Host materials improve PEC efficiency by increasing the charge carrier concentration through diffusion doping and by suppressing electron recombination at the fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) / hematite interface, thereby increasing the hole lifetimes [24][25]. Under-layers also improve the material photo-activity by improving the crystallinity (and interfacial properties) as well as supplementing the absorption region (if well chosen) of the guest material [24]. Several studies have been carried out in recent years to illustrate the effect of under-layers, particularly showing improved photoelectrochemical (PEC) performance. In this study, we use femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy to monitor changes in the electron-hole recombination rates resulting from using SnO₂ and Nb₂O₅ as under-layers for hematite. No study has yet been carried out to illustrate the effect of under-layers on recombination dynamics in hematite nanostructures at an ultrafast scale. This study therefore brings an extra dimension in the understanding of the effect of under-layers in enhancing photocurrent.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Measurements were carried out on thin films of pristine α-Fe₂O₃, Nb₂O₅/α-Fe₂O₃ and SnO₂/α-Fe₂O₃ heterostructures. Materials were deposited on clean, transparent FTO substrates, cleaned as previously
reported [28]. Nb$_2$O$_5$ under-layer precursor was prepared by dissolving diethanolamine in ethanol and adding niobium ethoxide to the solution while stirring. The solution was then stirred for a further 1 hour at room temperature to give the final precursor. The SnO$_2$ precursor was prepared by dissolving Tin(II) chloride hydrate in ethanol and the solution was stirred for 1 hour at room temperature. The precursors were then spin coated onto FTO substrates at 5000 rpm to give a layer thickness of ~ 40 nm. The resulting films were annealed at 500 °C for 45 minutes. α-Fe$_2$O$_3$ thin films were then deposited onto the under-layers and also on bare FTO for control. The precursor for α-Fe$_2$O$_3$ was prepared as previously reported [28]. Spin coating for the hematite layer was performed at 4000 rpm to obtain a layer that is ~ 60 nm thick. The films were then annealed in air for 1 hour at 500 °C. A schematic of the preparation steps is shown in Figure 1. Thin film compositions were confirmed using XRD spectroscopy.

2.2. Experimental Methods

The absorbance of hematite thin films was measured using an Ocean Optics spectrometer (USB400 series). Transient absorption spectroscopy measurements were performed using a home-built experimental setup, with a Ti:Sapphire amplified laser source (150 fs pulse duration; 775 nm peak wavelength; 1 kHz repetition rate, Clark-MXR 2110i). An output averaging 850 mW was split into two beams, ~ 255 mW for the pump beam and ~ 595 mW for the probe. The pump beam was directed into a beta barium borate (BBO) crystal for frequency doubling to produce a 387.5 nm centred beam with a FWHM bandwidth of 4 nm. The phase matching angle of the BBO crystal was tuned to get an output of 25 mW, which was then focussed into the sample using a telescope. Pump-probe measurements give difference absorption (ΔA = A$_{pumped}$ - A$_{unpumped}$) spectra. A chopper was used in the pump beam path to enable pump on and pump off data collection. The pulse duration of the 775 nm beam directly from the laser was measured using a
home-built frequency resolved optical gating set-up and found to be 150 fs, and we estimate the duration of the 387.5 nm pump beam just before the sample to be 200 fs. The probe beam was passed through a 2 ns optical delay line. From the delay line we focussed the probe beam into a sapphire crystal to produce a white light continuum in the wavelength range from 430 to 680 nm. A beam splitter was used to split the white light continuum into probe and reference beams. The reference beam is important to account for fluctuations that might arise in the laser output and generally also for noise cancelling. The probe beam was focussed and made to overlap spatially and temporally with the pump beam inside the sample, while the reference was also focussed into the sample but without overlapping with the pump. Beyond the sample a pinhole was used to block the pump beam while the probe and reference beams were focussed into optical fibres onto a grating, which disperses the beams onto a photo-diode array. Initial processing of the data was done using ExciPro software to give out ∆A spectra. Analysis of the obtained data was performed using Glotaran software \[29\] to extract recombination rates and decay lifetimes.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Absorption

Absorption measurements obtained for the three samples in the 375-875 nm wavelength region are shown in Figure 2. We normalized the absorption spectra of the three samples to enable better comparison of the spectral features. We observe uniform absorption features across all samples. This shows that the materials used as under-layers in this work do not significantly modify the absorption properties of hematite. Both SnO$_2$ and Nb$_2$O$_5$ are transparent materials in the visible region due to wide bandgaps, i.e., the materials do not absorb photons in the visible spectrum. The bandgap of pure Nb$_2$O$_5$ is $\sim$ 3.4 eV $[30,31]$, thus the contribution of this material to the absorption of hematite can only be observed at wavelengths below 365 nm. SnO$_2$ has a bandgap value around 3.62 eV (342.5 nm) $[32–34]$, and so its absorption contribution can only be noticeable at wavelengths below 343 nm. The absorption maximum around 400 nm is believed to be a result of ligand to metal charge transfer (LMCT) from O(2p) orbitals to Fe$^{3+}$ 2t$_{2g}$ and 3e$_g$ orbitals $[35–38]$. Absorption at wavelengths above 400 nm is attributed mainly to Fe d-d ligand field spin-flip transitions $[35,36]$. The d-d transitions are spin-forbidden $[39]$, hence contribute only weak absorption features. The long tail extending beyond 800 nm indicates the presence of electronic states within the bandgap. These states could be Nb$^{3+}$ and Sn$^{2+}$ arising from substitution of Fe$^{2+}$ in samples where Nb$_2$O$_5$ and SnO$_2$ are used, respectively. Pristine α-Fe$_2$O$_3$ also contains impurities within the bandgap, generally referred to as mid-gap states, and these can additionally contribute to absorption in the low energy region, above 800 nm.

3.2. Transient absorption spectroscopy

Three-dimensional spectral evolution plots for the data obtained from the pump-probe measurements are shown in Figure 3a–3c and the corresponding difference absorption (∆A) spectra at selected delay times.
from 0 ps to 1014 ps are shown in Figure 3d−f. As in the case of the absorption spectra, there are no major differences in the spectroscopic features of the ∆A spectra across the three samples. For all three samples we observe a bleach in the ∆A signal below ∼ 450 nm (2.92 eV) and a broad ESA signal that peaks near 570 nm (2.18 eV) and extends beyond 650 nm (above 1.91 eV). The region between 455 nm (2.72 eV) and 515 nm (2.41 eV) is also marked with a small ESA feature. Since the pump is centred at 387.5 nm (3.20 eV) with a FWHM bandwidth of only 4 nm, the bleach observed below ∼ 480 nm is likely a result of stimulated emission (SE) rather than simply a reduction in absorption due to depletion of ground state molecules. SE signals are generally red-shifted since electrons undergo cooling to the conduction band minimum before SE occurs. The ESA feature around 570 nm is the main spectroscopic feature in hematite samples and has been attributed to absorption of photo-generated holes [5, 40], while the broad ESA tail beyond 600 nm is a result of the absorption of conduction band electrons [5].

3.2.1. Global analysis

To extract the different decay and recombination rates, we analysed the data using a four component sequential global analysis model as described in reference [29, 41]. The four components used were decided upon following careful inspection of the singular value decomposition (SVD) parameters of the raw data. In each of the three cases, a very fast initial component was observed within 114 − 178 fs. This initial component is attributed to hole cooling to the top of the valence band and electron cooling to the conduction band minimum. The second decay lifetimes are in the range of 1.43-1.55 ps and these are attributed to
recombination of electrons and holes as well electron trapping by defect states and/or electronic levels [42]. The first and second lifetimes do not show a strong sample dependency. The third decay lifetimes are in the range of 125-289 ps and we attribute these to recombination of electrons (in the conduction band) and holes. On this timescale we observe that recombination in pristine \( \alpha \)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) is at least a factor of 2 times faster compared with the rates in samples where host materials are used. The reduced rates suggest that electron transfer takes place from \( \alpha \)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) to the under-layer, thereby depleting the available electron density that would otherwise be involved in recombination, consequently slowing down the process. The conduction band minima (CB\(_{\text{min}}\)) of Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) and SnO\(_2\) are 0.19 eV and 0.28 eV above that of \( \alpha \)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\), respectively [43], thus electron transfer to the under-layers is still possible. The valence band maxima (VB\(_{\text{max}}\)) of Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) and SnO\(_2\), on the other hand, are lower than that of hematite and thus hole transfer to the under-layers is highly unlikely. Assuming that excess energy from the pump photons is equally shared between photo-generated electron-hole pairs, the electrons would be capable of occupying energy levels of up to 0.55 eV above the CB\(_{\text{min}}\), i.e. higher than the CB\(_{\text{min}}\) of both under-layers. Looking at the CB\(_{\text{min}}\) relative positions, we observe that electron transfer is even more favourable to the Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) than to the SnO\(_2\) under-layer, hence we observe an even slower recombination rate where the Nb\(_2\)O\(_5\) is used as the under-layer. Interfacial layers suppress back electron transfer from the FTO to \( \alpha \)-Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\). All decay lifetimes obtained from global analysis are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Decay lifetimes for the respective samples obtained from global analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\tau_1$ (fs)</th>
<th>$\tau_2$ (ps)</th>
<th>$\tau_3$ (ps)</th>
<th>$\tau_4$ (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prestine hematite</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SnO$_2$-hematite</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb$_2$O$_5$-hematite</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the fourth lifetime, we again observed a faster recombination rate in the pristine $\alpha$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ sample compared to the other samples. The fourth decay lifetime is most likely associated with, though not limited to, recombination of electrons transferred back from the FTO. Even though the under-layers suppress back electron flow, they do not completely prohibit this back transfer, hence recombination with these electrons continues to take place once they are transferred to the hematite material. Electrons transferred to the under-layers are also available for back transfer, thus contributing to the electrons that can recombine with valence band holes. In pure hematite where under-layers are not used, this back electron flow is faster, leading to the observed faster recombination. Reported photo-current enhancement following the use of under-layers is therefore attributed to the fact that there is limited recombination due to suppression of electron back flow. Trapping of electrons is also possible by energy levels in the under-layer materials and this in turn possibly slows down the back electron transfer.

Besides photo-current enhancement by suppression of back electron flow from the FTO, under-layers used also lead to diffuse doping of hematite, which consequently leads to higher carrier concentration in semiconductor materials. When hematite is doped with Sn and Nb, there is substitution of Fe$^{3+}$ by Sn$^{4+}$ [44] and Nb$^{5+}$ [45, 46], respectively. This leads to an increase in the free carrier concentrations, thus also leading to enhancement of photo-current. Under an applied bias in a PEC cell, photo-generated electrons are channelled to a counter electrode, usually a platinum cathode, thus the free carriers created via diffuse doping will not accelerate recombination. This leaves photo-created holes available for water reduction to produce O$_2$ and H$^+$, while reduction of the H$^+$ ions to H$_2$ takes place at the platinum cathode.

### 3.2.2. Target analysis and recombination models

To give a better account of the relaxation and recombination processes following photo-excitation, we carried out target analysis with the models shown in Figure 4. The models are identical except for the under-layer in Fig 4b.

A pump pulse of 3.2 eV creates electron-hole pairs that have excessive energy, thus the electrons occupy levels above the conduction band minimum ($CB_{min}$) while the holes remain below the valence band maximum ($VB_{max}$). The processes of electron and hole cooling follows to $CB_{min}$ and $VB_{max}$ respectively. These processes happens within a typical time-scale of 136-164 fs. The holes that relax to $VB_{max}$ are then available
for recombination with electrons. Other than relaxing to CB$_{\text{min}}$, electrons can also be transferred to the FTO material, whose CB$_{\text{min}}$ is energetically 0.19 eV above that of hematite, at the same timescale. From CB$_{\text{min}}$, electrons can either recombine directly with the valence band holes or they can be trapped by impurities and mid-gap states. The two processes occur with a lifetime of 1.15-1.63 ps. The trapped electron recombines with the valence holes with a recombination lifetime of 46.6-77.7 ps. Lastly, recombination of electrons from FTO with holes in the hematite material takes place. Even though in samples where host materials are used this recombination might include transfer to the under-layer and from the under-layer to hematite conduction band before recombination, for simplicity we omit these steps. The effect is, however, noticeable in the lifetimes. In the case where we do not use under-layers, we obtain the time of this recombination as 5.4 ns, while we obtain 8.1 ns for SnO$_2$ and 9.3 ns for Nb$_2$O$_5$ under-layer samples. This shows the effect of under-layers in slowing down recombination, particularly with the electrons that are transferred from the FTO.

4. Conclusions

We carried out ultrafast pump-probe spectroscopy on hematite thin films in which Nb$_2$O$_5$ and SnO$_2$ materials were used as under-layers to suppress electron-hole recombination. From data analysis we show that the use of under-layers does indeed suppress back electron flow from the FTO and thus limits electron-hole recombination. We obtained sub-ps decay lifetimes which do not show sample dependency. This was attributed to the fact that these lifetimes correspond to electron and hole cooling to the band edges, and thus no influence is expected from the under-layers. A clear under-layer influence on the recombination timescale is observed on a 100 ps to nanosecond scale where the under-layers are expected to slow down.
back electron flow from the FTO to hematite. We also performed target analysis on our transient absorption
data to determine the likely recombination channels and associated timescales. We conclude that the use
of under-layers does not completely prohibit back flow of electrons from FTO but rather slows down the
process leading eventually to slow recombination rates at a nanosecond scale. A comparative study to show
the effect of a wide range of under-layers and over-layers can be carried out to determine which materials
are more effective in enhancing hole lifetimes and ultimately PEC performance.
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